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DREAMS REALIZED

Patricia Jones’ outdoor spaces bring Southern California living
out of the house and into the sun

F

or owner and founder Patricia Jones,
Interior & Exterior Environment
Designs is more than a labor of love.
It’s a dream realized through hard work, a
commitment to quality, and a passion for
enjoying life outdoors to the fullest.
“I started with a degree in engineering
but later realized my passion is landscape
design,” says Patty, originally from Peru.
“So I went back to school for my degree in
landscape design, moved to San Diego, and
founded my own firm. I’ve been building my
American dream ever since.”
Patty and her team of expert technicians
have been bringing beautiful, customdesigned outdoor living spaces to clients
throughout Southern California since 1997, a
longevity that stands testament to the firm’s
skill in creating gorgeous outdoor spaces
and the importance they place on building
relationships with clients throughout the
design and build process.
“We are a design-build firm, which means
I’m with my clients and their projects from
beginning to end,” Patty explains. “I get to
know them, and we truly become friends.
I think that’s one of the benefits of working
with a woman-owned business like mine;
we really emphasize relationships. It’s at the
heart of what we do.”
Patty approaches her designs with
the client’s vision as her guide, offering
advice and insight along the way. “Large
or small, every front and backyard can be
transformed into a resort-style getaway,” she
says. “It’s about seeing my client’s dream for
their space. That’s how the magic happens.”

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Interior & Exterior
Environment Designs owner and founder
Patricia Jones. Fire and water features round
out a modern outdoor living space with
room to spare for relaxing and entertaining.
Traditional ceramic tiles complement the
jacuzzi and centerpiece outdoor fireplace of
an al fresco lounge. An outdoor kitchen and
living space capitalize on SoCal’s beautiful
climate while offering the cozy appeal of a
rustic beamed ceiling and chandelier. An
outdoor kitchen with a view to nature.
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